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Abstract
As deregulation, new technologies, and new competitors open up the mobile telecommunications industry, churn prediction and management has become of great concern to mobile service providers. A mobile service provider wishing to retain its subscribers needs to be able to
predict which of them may be at-risk of changing services and will make those subscribers the focus of customer retention efforts. In response
to the limitations of existing churn-prediction systems and the unavailability of customer demographics in the mobile telecommunications
provider investigated, we propose, design, and experimentally evaluate a churn-prediction technique that predicts churning from subscriber
contractual information and call pattern changes extracted from call details. This proposed technique is capable of identifying potential
churners at the contract level for a speci®c prediction time-period. In addition, the proposed technique incorporates the multi-classi®er classcombiner approach to address the challenge of a highly skewed class distribution between churners and non-churners. The empirical
evaluation results suggest that the proposed call-behavior-based churn-prediction technique exhibits satisfactory predictive effectiveness
when more recent call details are employed for the churn prediction model construction. Furthermore, the proposed technique is able to
demonstrate satisfactory or reasonable predictive power within the one-month interval between model construction and churn prediction.
Using a previous demographics-based churn-prediction system as a reference, the lift factors attained by our proposed technique appear
largely satisfactory. q 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
As deregulation, new technologies, and new competitors
have opened up the telecommunications industry, the
telecommunications service market has become more
competitive than ever (Gerpott, Rams, & Schindler, 2001;
Kappert & Omta, 1997). To survive or maintain an advantage in an ever-increasing competitive marketplace, many
companies are turning to data mining techniques to address
such challenging issues as fraud detection (Burge & ShaweTaylor, 1997; Cox, Eick, & Wills, 1997; Ezawa & Norton,
1996; Taniguchi, Haft, HollmeÂn, & Tresp, 1998), prospect
pro®ling (Kappert & Omta, 1997; Wei, Chang, & Lee,
2000), churn prediction and management (Berson, Smith,
& Thearling, 2000), etc.
Churn prediction and management is a concern for many
industries, but it is particularly acute in the strongly competitive and now broadly liberalized mobile telecommunica* Corresponding author. Tel.: 1886-7-5252-000 ext 4729; fax: 1886-7525-4799.
E-mail address: cwei@mis.nsysu.edu.tw (C.-P. Wei).

tions industry. Subscriber churning (often referred to as
customer attrition in other industries) in mobile telecommunications refers to the movement of subscribers from
one provider to another. Many subscribers frequently
churn from one provider to another in search of better
rates/services or for the bene®ts of signing up with a new
carrier (e.g. such as receiving the latest cellular phone). It is
estimated that the average churn rate for the mobile telecommunications is 2.2% per month (Berson et al., 2000).
That is, about 27% of a given carrier's subscribers are lost
each year, making it essential to develop an effective churnreduction method. The cost of acquisition of a new mobile
service subscriber is estimated to be from $300 to $600 in
sales support, marketing, advertising, and commissions
(Berson et al., 2000; SPSS, 1999). However, the cost of
retaining an existing subscriber is generally much lower
than that. On the other hand, existing subscribers tend to
generate more cash ¯ow and pro®t, since they are less
sensitive to price and often lead to sales referrals (Eiben,
Euverman, Kowalczyk, & Slisser, 1998). Due to the high
cost of acquiring new subscribers and considerable bene®ts
of retaining existing ones, building a churn prediction model
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to facilitate subsequent churn management and customer
retention is critical for the success or bottom-line survival
of a mobile telecommunications carrier in this greatly
compressed market-space.
Data mining refers to a process of extracting previously
unknown, valid and actionable patterns or knowledge
from large databases for crucial business decision support
(Berry & Linoff, 1997; Cabena, Hadjinian, Stadler, Verhees,
& Zanasi, 1998; Chen, Han, & Yu, 1996; Frawley,
Piatetsky-Shapiro, & Matheus, 1991). Based on the kinds
of knowledge which can be discovered in databases, data
mining techniques can be broadly classi®ed into several
categories, including classi®cation, clustering, dependency
analysis, data visualization, and text mining (Shaw,
Subramaniam, Tan, & Welge, 2001). Classi®cation analysis
is a process that induces a model to categorize a set of preclassi®ed instances (called training examples) into classes.
Such a classi®cation model is then used to classify future
instances. Widely adopted classi®cation techniques include
decision tree induction, decision rule induction, and neural
network. Clustering analysis is a process whereby a set of
instances (without a prede®ned class attribute) is partitioned
(or grouped) according to some distance metric into several
clusters in which all instances in one cluster are similar to
each other and different from the instances of other clusters.
Dependency analysis discovers dependency patterns (e.g.
association rules, sequential patterns, temporal patterns,
and episode rules) embedded in data. Data visualization
allows decision makers to view complex patterns in the
data as visual objects in three dimensions and color; it
supports advanced manipulation capabilities to slice, rotate
or zoom the objects to provide varying levels of details of
the patterns observed. Finally, text mining (including text
categorization, document clustering, term association
discovery, information extraction, etc.) extracts patterns
from textual documents and can be applied to facilitate
document management and retrieval or to discover knowledge hidden in texts.
Past research on churn prediction in the telecommunications industry mainly employed classi®cation analysis techniques for the construction of churn prediction models,
using as predictors (i.e. input variables) user demographics,
contractual data, customer service logs and/or call patterns
aggregated from call details (e.g. average call duration,
number of outgoing calls, etc.). For example, the classi®cation and regression trees (CART) algorithm (Breiman,
Friedman, Olshen, & Stone, 1984) was employed for
churn prediction based on customer demographics and
contractual data (e.g. length of service, contract type, etc.)
as well as customer service logs from the customer service
center that captured inbound calls from the customers
(Berson et al., 2000). However, existing churn-prediction
systems have several disadvantages. First, use of customer
demographics in churn prediction renders the resulting
churn analysis at the customer rather than contract (or
subscriber) level. In other words, propensities of churning

are calculated on a per customer rather than contract basis. It
is quite common that a customer concurrently holds several
mobile service contracts with a particular carrier, with some
contracts more likely to be churned than others. In this
regard, customer-level-based churn prediction is considered
inappropriate. Second, information on some of the input
variables employed by existing churn-prediction systems
frequently are not readily available. For example, the
mobile telecommunications company investigated in this
study has very limited customer demographic information
(e.g. only the name, date of birth, identi®cation number,
and billing address were collected for each subscriber).
Unavailability of customer pro®les, prevailing in most
telecommunications companies in many countries, limits
the applicability of existing churn-prediction systems.
In response to the described limitations of existing churnprediction systems, we exploit the use of call pattern
changes and contractual data for developing a churnprediction technique that identi®es potential churners at
the contract level. Conceivably, subscriber churn is not an
instantaneous occurrence that leaves no trace. Before an
existing subscriber churns, his/her call patterns might be
changed (e.g. the number of outgoing calls gradually get
reduced). In other words, changes in call patterns are likely
to include warning signals pointing toward churning. Such
call pattern changes can be extracted from subscribers' call
details and are valuable for constructing a churn prediction
model based on a classi®cation analysis technique.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows,
Section 2 details the data and variables used for the target
churn prediction problem. Section 3 depicts the proposed
churn-prediction technique, using a decision tree induction
algorithm for learning. Section 4 describes the evaluation
design and discusses important experimental results. This
paper is concluded in Section 5 with a summary, discussion of its contributions and limitations, and some future
research directions.
2. Data and variables
The mobile telecommunications company investigated in
this study is one of the largest providers in Taiwan. As of
November 2001, the carrier had a nationwide customer base
of some 21,000,000 mobile service subscribers. Although
its average churn rate is below the industry average in
Taiwan, the company still is experiencing a high churn
rate of 1.5±2% monthly.
As mentioned, the investigated company collects and
maintains very limited information about its subscribers.
An analysis of its operational databases suggests that two
types of readily available data for target churn prediction
include contractual data and the call details of subscribers.
Speci®cally, for each subscriber (existing or prior), the
contractual information consists of its phone number,
contract type, payment type, contract starting date, and

